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AuthorizedSignature  Issue Date: 12/13/2013 
 

Topic: Other Due Date: 12/13/2013 
 

Subject: Statewide JOBS Participation Team (JPT) 
 
Applies to(check all that apply): 

 All DHS employees  County Mental Health Directors 
 Area Agencies on Aging  Health Services 
 Aging and People with Disabilities   Office of Developmental 

Disabilities Services(ODDS)  Children, Adults and Families 
 County DD Program Managers  Other (please specify):       

 
ActionRequired: 
 
During the 2013 Legislative session funds were allocated to the TANF program to 
increase the federal TANF participation rates for Oregon. Beginning December 2013, a 
statewide JOBS Participation Team (JPT) was developed to assist with coding related 
efforts to maximize participation results. JPT will be fully operational by mid-December. 
The specific lists and assistance JPT will provide will be a work in progress.   
 
JOBS Participation Team Actions 
 

1) The team began last week by working lists of TANF and JPI UCMS cases that 
had been transferred to 5503. These lists will be a short term effort to help 
ensure medically related case splitting does not have a negative impact on 
participation rate outcomes. 

2) JPT is ready to work the monthly Jobs Participation Incentive (JPI) lists starting 
mid-December. This effort was previously done by the former JPI Statewide 
Enrollment Team (JSET). There are two separate lists. The JPI alert list will be 
worked by JPT for December 2013, the Potentially Eligible JPI list will not be 
worked until January 2014. 

 Potentially Eligible for the JPI report (sent out the first part of every month): 
This list contains up to 2,800 SNAP cases per month that have been 
indicators that they could be JPI eligible; 
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 JPI Alert list (sent out mid-month): This list contains up to 1,800 cases 
where JPI/JP2 coding exists on one system (FCAS/UCMS) but not on 
both. JPT will work to ensure the alignment of coding to maximize JPI 
participation results. 

3) JPT plans to begin working on clients who have gone to work using the TRACS 
branch view of „Employed Clients.‟ They are fine tuning a process that will be 
shared with the Work Verification Yearly Points for each branch. The concept 
includes; 

 Checking to see if a WO step is already coded and whether it is pended for 
work verification or not; 

 Checking narration and Work Number for existing two weeks verification of 
work hours; 

 Updating WO attendance if verification is identified; 

 Tracking cases that have been pended for work income that would verify 
work hours and capture the WO participation; 

 Closing out WO activity when case is no longer open TANF; 

 Transitioning a case to JPI/JP2 if it is determined verified and eligible. 
 
JPT will narrate in TRACS any action taken on mainframe or TRACS activities. They 
will work closely with point field staff (Work Verification Branch Points) to resolve any 
discrepancies. 
 
Field Staff Actions: 

 Continue to identify and code JPI and/or JP2 cases at intake, recertification, 
interim change reports and transitions into SNAP TBA; 

 Continue to take timely action on reported changes that impact JPI/JP2 eligibility; 

 Work the December JPI Potentially Eligible list; 

 Use the “JPR” (SNAP Household Type code) for cases identified as NOT 
meeting the federally required weekly hours worked (JPI = 20 andJP2 = 30) or 
when the adult on the SNAP case is NOT the parent of the child in their SNAP 
household. Coding “JPR” on ineligible JPI cases will prevent JPT from miscoding 
a case JPI/JP2 as eligible. 

 
Reason for Action:  A statewide focused data unit will improve Oregon‟s federal TANF 
participation rate by focusing on coding to maximize enrollment and participation.  
 

Field/Stakeholderreview:  Yes   No 

If yes, reviewed by:       

http://www.dhs.state.or.us/caf/ss/tanf/docs/wvp_jobs_branch_points_all%20_%20yearly_who.pdf
http://www.dhs.state.or.us/caf/ss/tanf/docs/wvp_jobs_branch_points_all%20_%20yearly_who.pdf
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If you have any questions about this action request, contact: 

Contact(s): Tammy Brooks 503-945-7016 
Sandy Olivas 503-373-0853 
Carole Cole 503-373-0720 

Fax: 503-373-7032 

Email: Tammy.m.brooks@state.or.us 
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